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Abstract—A high performance communication architecture,
SAMBA-bus, is proposed in this paper. In SAMBA-bus archi-
tecture, multiple compatible bus transactions can be performed
simultaneously with only a single bus access grant from the bus ar-
biter. Experimental results show that, compared with a traditional
bus architecture, the SAMBA-bus architecture can have up to 3.5
times improvement in the effective bandwidth, and up to 15 times
reduction in the average communication latency. In addition, the
performance of SAMBA-bus architecture is affected only slightly
by arbitration latency, because bus transactions can be performed
without waiting for the bus access grant from the arbiter. This
feature is desirable in SoC designs with large numbers of modules
and long communication delay between modules and the bus
arbiter.

Index Terms—Bus communication architecture, on-chip com-
munication, simultaneous multiple accesses.

I. INTRODUCTION

SHARED-BUSES are among the most widely used com-
munication architectures for system-on-chips (SoCs). The

main advantages of shared-bus architectures include simple
topology, low cost, and extensibility. Several companies have
developed their own on-chip bus architectures, such as Core-
Connect [1], AMBA [2], and Silicon MicroNetworks [3]. An
overview of SoC bus architectures is available in [4].

The main problem of shared-bus communications is that the
performance of buses decreases significantly when the bus size
(i.e., the number of modules on buses) increases. This is the
so-called scalability problem. Because a bus can be used by only
one module at any time, the available bandwidth of one module
decreases significantly as the bus size increases. The bandwidth
can be improved by a hierarchical bus architecture [1], in which
multiple buses are connected with each other through bridges.
However, hierarchical bus architectures may suffer from long
communication latency for inter-bus communications. In addi-
tion, the delay from bus arbitration process is another bottleneck
for the scalability, because large numbers of modules lead to
complex bus arbitration requiring more time. For better scala-
bility, a bus architecture capable of delivering multiple transac-
tions simultaneously is proposed in [5]. Those multiple simul-
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taneous transactions are isolated through bus splitting [6] and
a centralized two-level arbitration scheme is utilized to detect
and control those multiple compatible transactions. However,
the bus architecture relies on the complex arbitration method to
grant multiple compatible transactions, which incurs large per-
formance penalty for buses with large numbers of modules.

In this paper, we propose a high performance bus communi-
cation architecture called SAMBA-bus, which is capable of pro-
viding, with a single arbitration, multiple bus accesses. In the
SAMBA-bus architecture, the arbiter grants only one module
to access the bus as in traditional bus architectures. Each bus
segment, defined as the bus connection between two neighbor
modules, is used only if it is part of the communication path. The
main difference between a SAMBA bus and traditional buses is
that idle bus segments can be used by other pending commu-
nications automatically without introducing additional arbitra-
tion complexity. Therefore, with a single arbitration, multiple
bus accesses are allowed to improve both bus bandwidth and
communication latency. Experimental results show that the pro-
posed bus architecture can have up to 3.5 times effective band-
width improvement and up to 15 times latency reduction. An-
other advantage of the SAMBA-bus architecture is that its per-
formance is much less sensitive to the arbitration latency than
that of traditional bus architectures. This is particularly prefer-
able for an SoC design that has large numbers of modules and
high communication delay between modules and the bus ar-
biter. Bus cycle time is also a factor limiting the bus scalability,
because large numbers of modules on a single bus may intro-
duce long delay and increase bus cycle time. We also propose
methods for bus cycle time reduction to further improve the scal-
ability of the SAMBA-bus architecture. Preliminary versions of
this work appeared in [7] and [8].

II. BACKGROUND OF BUS COMMUNICATION ARCHITECTURES

In this section, we review some background of bus commu-
nication architectures. Modules connected to a bus are typically
divided into two categories: masters and slaves. A master can
initiate a communication transaction, whereas slave modules
merely respond to the transactions initiated by masters. Arbitra-
tion is required for buses with multiple masters. Commonly used
methods include priority-based arbitration [2] and time-division
multiple access (TDMA) [3]. In priority-based arbitration, each
master is assigned with a priority; the master with the highest
priority wins the bus access right among all requesting masters.
TDMA-based arbitration grants bus accesses to modules in an
interleaved manner. A timing wheel is used in TDMA arbitra-
tion, and it is divided into multiple slots, each of which is as-
signed to a unique master. A master can then access the bus in its
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Fig. 1. Example of bus communications.

own slot(s). A randomized version of TDMA arbitration is also
introduced in [9] to lower average bus access latency. Code-divi-
sion multiple access (CDMA)-based bus interfaces are adopted
in [10] for parallel bus systems. FLEXBUS in [11] is proposed
to improve communication performance through a bus archi-
tecture with dynamically configurable topology. In [12]–[16],
which deal with the synthesis of on-chip buses, modules in a
design are properly assigned to multiple connected buses to
improve communication performance. Bus encoding has been
used to improve the performance [17] or reduce the power con-
sumption [18]. The power consumption of buses can also be re-
duced through bus splitting [6] and segmentation [19]; a bus is
split into multiple segments and idle segments are then isolated
from switching activities for power saving.

Current on-chip bus architectures typically have centralized
arbitration performed by the bus arbiter. A module seeking for
communication must first obtain bus access grant from the bus
arbiter. This may introduce long delay, which includes the arbi-
tration delay, the interconnect delay from a module to the arbiter,
and that from the arbiter to the module. In an SoC design with
a large number of modules, it is hard to avoid long communi-
cation delay between the arbiter and every master module. The
bus clock period may have to be significantly increased due to
the delay introduced by the arbitration process. Pipelined arbi-
tration can be used to reduce the bus clock period. However, it
is hard to reduce the communication latency, i.e., the time spent
to gain the bus access. In addition to the arbitration delay, the re-
sponse of slow slaves may also cause severe performance loss,
because the bus remains idle while the master is waiting for the
response. Split transactions are used to avoid such performance
loss. In split transactions, the bus access right of the master is
released after the slave module obtains the communication re-
quest. The slave module has to initiate a new bus transaction to
transfer the response. In the split transactions, the slave module
may also have to initiate bus transactions. Therefore, split trans-
actions lead to an increase in arbitration complexity.

Traditional bus architectures have several limitations. The
communication ability of a traditional bus is strongly limited by
the arbitration policy that only one module can access the bus
at any time. Therefore, as the number of modules increases, the
bandwidth becomes more limited. At the same time, one bus
transaction consumes all bus resources, resulting in a waste of
bus resource. A bus with six modules, in Fig. 1 for example, has
three pending communication requests and the arbiter grants the
bus access to transaction “ ” from module 3 to 5. Clearly,
the only necessary bus segment for such a communication is
between modules 3 and 5. The propagation of data from module
3 to other parts of the bus disallows the data transfer from 1
to 2. Moreover, the contention and the arbitration latency may
prolong the waiting time for a bus access. Furthermore, the

implementation of a fast arbiter becomes more complex as the
number of modules on the bus increases and the communi-
cation delay between modules and the arbiter becomes large.
Although split transactions may avoid the performance loss due
to slow responses, arbitration complexity is further increased,
leading to increased arbitration delay.

When two bus transactions use completely different bus seg-
ments, they may be performed simultaneously. If a bus architec-
ture can properly isolate and detect multiple compatible trans-
actions, it is possible to better utilize bus resources and increase
the bus bandwidth. Consider the example in Fig. 1: Transaction
“ ” and transaction “ ” do not use any common bus
segment; therefore, they can be performed simultaneously. The
detection of compatible transactions can be performed by cen-
tralized arbitrations (see [5], for example). However, such an
approach has several limitations. First, in order to determine the
compatibility between different transactions, the multiwinner
arbitration requires the destination module addresses of pending
transactions in addition to their source module addresses. As a
result, the interconnection cost between bus modules and the bus
arbiter will be higher than in traditional buses. Moreover, mul-
tiwinner arbitration methods are more costly in terms of both
area and delay. The long arbitration delay may become a new
bottleneck of bus performance, especially for buses with large
numbers of modules. While the bus bandwidth can certainly be
improved with such an approach, the latency performance could
be even worse as the large arbitration delay would be added to
the communication latency of every transaction. These limita-
tions are due to the burden of detecting compatible transactions
in a centralized fashion. Therefore, it would be desirable if a
bus architecture could still detect and perform multiple com-
patible transactions simultaneously (in a decentralized fashion)
with traditional single-winner arbiters.

III. SAMBA-BUS ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we propose the new SAMBA-bus architecture,
which has large improvements over both bus effective band-
width and communication latency. At the same time, it can also
reduce the penalties on bus performance due to long arbitration
latency. Our bus architecture supports modules that can both ini-
tiate bus transactions and respond to bus transactions initiated
by other modules. In other words, such modules can function
as both masters and slaves. We believe that such modules can
reduce the bus traffic and improve the communication perfor-
mance in SoC designs. The reason is that master-to-master com-
munication can be performed in one bus transaction compared
to the two different transactions required in a traditional bus ar-
chitecture. In addition, it is easier to implement split transactions
for such modules. One disadvantage of this approach is the in-
crease of arbitration complexity. As we will discuss later, how-
ever, the performance of a SAMBA bus is affected only slightly
by the arbitration latency. The implementation difficulty of the
arbiter can be mitigated by an increase in the arbitration latency.
In order to focus on the bus structure, we first assume that the
response data to any bus transaction is always available imme-
diately after the slave obtains the communication request. More
general cases for slow slaves are considered later.
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Fig. 2. Structure of a SAMBA bus.

A. Overview

The SAMBA-bus architecture requires that the addresses of
modules from one end of the bus to the other end are in in-
creasing or decreasing order. As we shall see later, this assump-
tion is reasonable because not only can the assignment of in
order addresses to modules along the bus be easily implemented,
but any predesigned out of order module addresses can also be
converted to in order addresses with minimal hardware cost.

The overall structure of the SAMBA-bus architecture is
shown in Fig. 2. It consists of two sub-buses with opposite
signal propagation directions. Each of the two sub-buses is
used for the transmission of data in one direction. We refer
to the sub-bus transferring data from low-address modules to
high-address modules as the forward sub-bus, and call the other
one the backward sub-bus. A module is attached to the bus
through an interface unit, which can communicate with other
interface units through both forward and backward sub-buses.

There are two bus operation phases in each bus cycle: request
phase and response phase. In the request phase, bus transaction
initiators send the communication requests to the destination
modules on both the forward sub-bus and the backward sub-bus;
the destination modules respond to the received communication
requests in the following response phase. For any bus transac-
tion, a communication request is sent through one sub-bus in
the request phase, and the other sub-bus is used for the response
data in the following response phase. As the bus architecture is
symmetric for the forward sub-bus and the backward sub-bus,
we focus only on the bus transactions initiated on the forward
sub-bus.

Before a module performs a bus transaction, its interface unit
first decides which sub-bus should be used based on the des-
tination address, and sends to the arbiter a bus access request
for that sub-bus. A bus access request is sent to the arbiter for
that sub-bus. At the same time, it monitors the bus activities
and the arbitration result. The arbiter broadcasts the arbitra-
tion winner address to all interface units; therefore, every in-
terface unit knows which is granted the bus access. Note that
it is possible that one unit is the arbitration winner of the for-
ward sub-bus, while a different one is granted access for the
backward sub-bus. As shown in Fig. 2, multiplexers are used to
combine all signal sources, and each interface unit has a multi-
plexer on the forward bus. Through the multiplexer, either the
address/data information received from the previous unit or the
pending address/data of this unit will be propagated to the next
interface unit. The main difference between the SAMBA-bus ar-
chitecture and traditional bus architectures is that a unit may
access the bus even if it is not the arbitration winner. Instead,
as long as the communication paths of these bus transactions do

Fig. 3. Multiple bus accesses with single arbitration.

not have common bus segments, they can be performed simul-
taneously. When a unit has a pending communication to unit

for the forward sub-bus and the forward arbitra-
tion winner is unit , unit can initiate its transaction on the
forward sub-bus if any of the following three sets of conditions
is met.

1) Unit wins the arbitration and obtains the forward
sub-bus access right, i.e., .

2) (a) The bus transaction destination unit is not after the
arbitration winner , i.e., and (b) no units before
unit perform bus transactions with units after unit .

3) (a) Unit is after the arbitration winner , i.e.,
and (b) no units before unit perform bus communication
with units after unit .

It is obvious that the winner unit can access the forward
sub-bus in the first situation. The second situation is for those
bus transactions that can be finished in the portion of the bus
before the arbitration winner. Condition 2(b) avoids the bus
access conflict with transactions from other units before the
arbitration winner, whereas condition 2(a) avoids the conflict
with the bus transaction from the arbitration winner. The third
set of conditions is for those bus transactions performed on the
bus segments after the arbitration winner. Since unit and
its communication destination are all after the arbitration
winner , there is no need to consider the conflict with the
arbitration winner as long as condition 3(b) is satisfied. A
pending communication satisfying the previous condition 2)
or 3) is called a compatible communication. Therefore, on a
SAMBA bus, the winner communication and its compatible
communications can be performed simultaneously.

Fig. 3 shows an example for simultaneous multiple bus ac-
cesses in the SAMBA-bus architecture. The bold lines show the
data propagation paths in the request phase. Unit 3 is the arbi-
tration winner, therefore, the bus transaction “ ” should be
performed. The destination unit of the pending communication
of unit 1 is unit 2, not after the arbitration winner, and no data is
being transferred through unit 1. These satisfy conditions 2(a)
and 2(b). Therefore, unit 1 can perform its communication on
the bus in the same bus cycle.

SAMBA-bus architecture has the following two advantages
over traditional bus architectures: high bandwidth and low la-
tency. Bus bandwidth is improved due to the ability to deliver
multiple transactions in one bus cycle. The improved bandwidth
helps to reduce the communication latency. Consider the ex-
ample in Fig. 1; the three pending transactions would take at
least three bus cycles to deliver. The average waiting time, or the
average latency, of the three transactions is . On
a SAMBA bus, transaction “ ” and transaction “ ”
can be delivered simultaneously in the same cycle; therefore,
the average latency of them becomes . The
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Fig. 4. Logic operation in request phase of a forward access controller.

Fig. 5. Logic operation in response phase of a backward access controller.

increased bandwidth is not the only factor that accounts for the
reduction of communication latency in SAMBA buses. In tra-
ditional bus architectures, long arbitration delay may introduce
extra latency to bus communications, even if the bus is idle at
that time. Consider a traditional single-access bus with an arbi-
tration latency of cycles, it will then take at least bus cycles
for any transaction to go through the bus arbitration process even
if the bus does not have any other transaction at that time. On
the other hand, a SAMBA bus may perform the communication
immediately as a compatible transaction without waiting for the
bus access grant from the arbiter. Therefore, the communication
latency in the SAMBA-bus architecture is less affected by long
arbitration latency.

B. Interface Unit Implementation

Figs. 4 and 5 show the logic functions of bus access con-
trollers, which play a central role in an interface unit. Note that
these access controllers are for interface units capable of both
initiating and responding to bus transactions. The operation and
structure of this kind of bus access controllers can be easily
adapted for slave-only or master-only interface units. The func-
tions of bus access controllers include the detection of whether
the interface unit is the destination of the received bus trans-
action, and the determination of what should be propagated to
other units. An interface unit should have two access controllers
for both forward and backward sub-buses, because one access
controller is required for each sub-bus.

Fig. 4 shows the logic operation of an access controller for
the forward sub-bus in the request phase. In this phase, transac-
tion initiators send communication requests to their destination
modules. is the data/address (denoted by
and , respectively, when it is necessary to distinguish

them) of the pending transaction for the interface unit . Here a
signal name beginning with “ ” means that the signal is pri-
marily for the forward sub-bus, while the prefix “ ” is used
for signals in the backward sub-bus. Signal in-
dicates whether the data/address received from
the previous interface unit is for a valid bus transaction.
The output of the address decoder is asserted if the received ad-
dress belongs to this unit. Signal informs the at-
tached module whether a bus transaction for this unit is ac-
cepted; the signal is asserted when both and the
output of address decoder are asserted. The data/address re-
ceived from the previous unit will then propagate to the next
unit through if and only if is asserted
and the output of address decoder is negated, or

(1)

Signal is an internal signal generated by the interface
unit. It is asserted in the request phase if 1) the data/address on

is the valid data/address of a pending communication,
and 2) the unit is the arbitration winner, a unit after the arbitra-
tion winner, or a unit whose transaction destination is not after
the arbitration winner. A pending communication satisfying the
previous conditions is called a ready communication. The bus
may transmit a pending communication if and only if it is a
ready one and there is no valid transaction passing through the
source interface unit. Signal informs the next in-
terface unit whether the data/address on is valid, and
it is asserted if either or is asserted

(2)

Signal , which is equal to , in-
forms the interface unit whether its pending communication on

is sent.
Fig. 5 shows the logic operation of a backward access con-

troller in the response phase. Since the response data of a bus
transaction accepted in one sub-bus is always carried in the
other one, the operation status of the corresponding forward
access controller in the last request phase is used to determine
the operation of this access controller. and

refer to and in the last request
phase of the forward access controller, respectively.
indicates whether a response for this unit is received, which
is equal to . Here, the assertion
of means that the corresponding
is a valid response from an interface unit after unit . The
valid response is further propagated to other interface units
if is negated, which means that interface unit
has not initiated any bus transaction on the forward sub-bus in
the last request phase. In response phase, indicates
whether unit has the response data ready to send back. It is
asserted if no response data is needed ( is
negated) or already has the response for the accepted
transaction. is asserted if either unit sends out
its response or propagates the response from another unit after
unit . In the response phase, the logic AND of all signals
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indicates whether all bus responses are generated, and this can
be used to extend the response phase if not all bus responses
are provided in time.

We have presented the operations of a forward access con-
troller in the request phase and a backward access controller in
the response phase. In fact, any access controller is required to
work in both request and response phases, because bus trans-
actions are initiated on both sub-buses in a request phase, and
they are all responded on both sub-buses in the following re-
sponse phase. Therefore, an access controller should perform
either kind of operations depending on the bus access phase.

C. Practical Considerations

Interface Unit Addresses: An important basis of the proposed
architecture is that the addresses of interface units are in-order.
For a completely new system design, the assignment of in-order
addresses to interface units can be easily implemented. How-
ever, for some designs with fixed or partly fixed bus addresses,
their addresses may be difficult to be ordered along the bus. To
overcome that, one approach is to introduce in each interface
unit a look-up table that maps the out-of-order addresses to their
relative positions on the bus. Note that the relative position of
interface units are used only in the selection of sub-bus to be
used, and in the generation of signals of bus access con-
trollers in the request phase. The former introduces delay to the
arbitration process, which can be pipelined. The signals
of modules are independent to each other, and can be computed
in parallel as long as the arbitration winner address is available.
Therefore, regardless of bus sizes, the bus cycle time may be in-
creased by a constant, which is the address translation time of
one module.

Slow Response: In the previous sections, we assume that all
slave modules can provide the response immediately in the next
response phase. However, some systems may have slow mod-
ules, which require more time to obtain the response data. Ex-
tending the response phase can be used in such a case. Essen-
tially, the response phase takes more clock cycles for the slow
modules to obtain their data. A response phase can be extended
until signal for every module is asserted, which means
that either the module does not obtain any communication re-
quest or it has already provided the response. This method may
decrease the bus performance due to very slow modules. The
loss of bus performance due to slow modules can be overcome
by using split transactions. Through that, a slow module may
terminate current transaction when it is determined that it will
take a long time to get the response data; a new transaction will
be initiated to transfer the response data after the slow module
acquires it.

Nonuniform Transactions: SAMBA buses can fully exploit
its advantages when most transactions take similar time. How-
ever, in practice, it is possible that transactions may transfer
largely different amounts of data, thus having significantly
different delays. In such a case, it becomes necessary to extend
the response phase until the largest transaction finishes. If a
very large transaction takes much more time than all others,
the bus will be occupied by this single transaction during the
majority time of the response phase. The performance of a
SAMBA bus may be significantly lowered if such cases happen

frequently. To overcome that, one solution is to split a large
transaction into multiple small ones. Each small transaction
will be performed independently. The splitting also helps to
avoid the extra long communication latencies of other pending
communications during the delivery of large transactions,
which is also a performance killer in single-access buses.
Splitting of large transactions, however, may not satisfy the
performance requirements of high priority large transactions,
because it may take a much longer time to finish all these small
transactions. To speed up the delivery of such transactions, we
may perform pseudo-splitting with the help of the bus arbiter.
Here, a special request is sent to the arbiter, and the arbiter
will grant the transaction for multiple consecutive bus cycles,
or until the arbiter is informed to stop. During this period, the
source module of this large transaction stays as the arbitration
winner, but other transactions can still be performed if they are
compatible with this large transaction.

Fairness and Priorities: A module on a SAMBA bus may
access the bus either as an arbitration winner or through per-
forming compatible transactions. The detection of compatible
transactions on a SAMBA bus is priority-based by its nature,
where modules to the left have higher priorities on the forward
sub-bus, and priorities are higher for right modules on the back-
ward sub-bus. Consider two ready pending transactions on the
forward sub-bus: “ ” and “ ,” where

. While both of them are compatible with the transac-
tion from forward arbitration winner, they cannot be performed
simultaneously because they are conflicting with each other. In
this case, because module is to the left of , it has the
right to access the bus first. The priority is reasonable to some
extent for buses with evenly distributed traffic load. In such a
case, modules to the left have more transactions on the forward
sub-bus, while right modules have more communication on the
backward sub-bus. However, in practical SoC designs, modules
on a bus may have largely different loads. It is certainly helpful
if the traffic distribution and priorities are considered during the
assignment of module locations on a SAMBA bus. However, it
may complicate the floorplanning or increase the routing cost.
The bus load distribution can even vary from time to time. In
SAMBA buses, these priorities are assigned implicitly based
on their relative locations, and it is impossible to adjust them
dynamically. Fortunately, the central arbitration does not have
similar limitations, and we can adopt any centralized arbitration
method that is sensitive to these requirements. In other words,
the arbiter can still have a significant impact on bus resource
distribution as the arbitration winners always have the right to
access the bus. Proper central arbitration can compensate for the
disadvantage of a module due to its location by giving it more
bus access grants if necessary. More important, the central arbi-
tration can also be adjusted dynamically for systems with load
distribution that changes over time.

IV. REDUCTION OF BUS CYCLE TIME

The bus clock period is determined by the data/address propa-
gation delay from one bus end to the other end and the arbitration
delay. With properly pipelined arbitration, the bus clock period
is dominated only by the signal propagation delay on the bus. As
all interface units on a SAMBA bus are connected in series along
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the bus, the bus clock cycle time may have to be increased signif-
icantly due to the logic delay of interface units when the bus size
is large. In this section, we propose two compatible methods,
control signal lookahead and module clustering, to further im-
prove the scalability of SAMBA buses by reducing the bus logic
delay.

A. Control Signal Lookahead

The control signal lookahead method is to reduce the delay
introduced by each interface unit on a SAMBA bus. What an
interface unit shown in Fig. 4 introduces to the critical path delay
of the entire bus is the delay of the path from the address decoder
to the multiplexer control, and then to the multiplexer output.
The central function of an interface unit is to decide how to
control the multiplexers. Hence, if we can obtain the multiplexer
control signals in advance, without waiting for the output of
neighbor interface units on the address bus, the delay can be
reduced.

Consider a forward interface unit . There are two scenarios
when the interface unit should negate , which means
that the data/address from a previous interface unit
should not be passed through interface unit onto as
follows:

1) data/address on is not from a valid transac-
tion, i.e., is negated;

2) data/address on is a valid transaction whose
destination is interface unit , i.e.,

is asserted.
In the first scenario, the negation of is equiva-

lent to , which means that there
is neither transaction passing through unit nor ready
communication from unit . In the second scenario, the
valid transaction is from either unit (i.e.,

is asserted), or an interface
unit before unit [i.e.,

is asserted]. Therefore, we have

(3)

Note that in (3), all the signals required for determining
the value of are available in the interface unit

. Therefore, we can determine based on
signal values in previous interface unit without
waiting for . This is called one-stage looka-
head, or single stage lookahead. Note that, in (3), the value of

is dependent only on the
pending communication of interface unit ; hence, the
delay of is dominated by that of and

.
The lookahead technique can be extended for multiple stages.

For a general -stage lookahead, the transaction whose des-
tination is interface unit may be initiated by interface units

Fig. 6. SAMBA bus with module clustering.

or from . Therefore,
we have

(4)

In (4), we can see that the decoding of transactions to inter-
face unit now distributed in interface units from to

. This introduces some additional logic and interconnect
cost. However, considering large resources used by buses, such
additional cost is minor, as we shall see from the experimental
results in Section V. The lookahead method can significantly re-
duce the delay from bus access logics.

B. Module Clustering

The control signal lookahead technique can be used to de-
crease the delay of one interface unit. In this section, we propose
a module clustering technique to reduce the bus logic delay by
reducing the number of interface units on the bus.

The main objective of module clustering is to group several
modules into one cluster, and all modules in one cluster share a
cluster interface unit to access the bus. Fig. 6 shows an example
SAMBA bus with module clustering. Three clusters are shown
in Fig. 6 and each of them has a cluster size of two, i.e., there
are two modules in one cluster.

A cluster interface unit is composed of one forward compo-
nent and one backward component, each of which is in charge of
the data propagation in one direction. Each cluster interface unit
performs three functions: intra-cluster communication control,
selection among pending inter-cluster communication requests,
and bus access control for inter-cluster communications. Fig. 7
shows the structure of the forward component of a cluster inter-
face unit with a cluster size of 3.

The management of either intra-cluster communication or
inter-cluster communications is through multiplexers as shown
in Fig. 7. As in unclustered SAMBA buses, only a ready com-
munication is considered to be performed on the bus, be it intra-
cluster or inter-cluster.

The cluster interface unit shown in Fig. 7 utilizes a point-to-
point connection for intra-cluster communication. Through the
forward component of a cluster interface unit, a module has di-
rect connections to other modules on its right side. Therefore,
the ready intra-cluster communication can always be performed
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Fig. 7. Structure of the forward component of a cluster interface unit with a
cluster size of 3.

as long as there is no conflict at the destination. The conflict
occurs when multiple modules are trying to access the same
destination module in the cluster. The selection among these
multiple ready communications sent to the same destination is
called destination selection. The destination selection is per-
formed through a priority-based method. In the forward compo-
nent of a cluster interface unit, transactions from left modules
have higher priority.

For a cluster, it may have multiple ready inter-cluster transac-
tions from its modules to be performed on the bus. The selection
of one among these ready inter-cluster communication is called
source selection. Again, the source selection is priority-based,
where left modules have higher priorities in the forward com-
ponent. The source selection is dependent only on the pending
communications of modules inside one cluster. Therefore, it can
be performed in parallel and have little impact on bus clock
cycle.

The bus access control part is performed by an interface unit,
which is shown in Fig. 4. It treats the addresses of all modules in
the cluster as its addresses, and takes the source selection winner
as its ready communication.

Module clustering may introduce additional logic cost. How-
ever, the cost is typically minor for small cluster sizes and can
be compensated by the reduction of interface units. Because
point-to-point connection is used for intra-cluster communica-
tion, the logic complexity is quadratically proportional to the
cluster size. Fortunately, a small cluster size can also achieve
large reduction on the logic delay of SAMBA buses. With a uni-
form cluster size of , the number of interface units on a clus-
tered bus becomes of that on the corresponding unclustered
bus. Therefore, module clustering can significantly reduce the
number of interface units on the bus, and thus reduce the logic
delay along SAMBA buses.

The module clustering can reduce the number of interface
units on the bus, while the control signal lookahead method is
to reduce the delay of one interface unit. Therefore, these two
methods can be combined together to further reduce bus clock
cycle time.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In this section, we present our experiments and results. Bus
bandwidth and latency performance are studied by simulations.
All modules in the simulated buses can either initiate bus trans-
actions or respond to bus transactions initiated by other mod-
ules. We also assume that the response of all bus transactions
can be provided in the same bus cycle. Communication traffic
is generated by a method similar to those in [6] and [9]. Sev-
eral parameters are used to direct the generation of communica-
tion traffic. The frequency of bus access requests is controlled
by the intercommunication intervals. For an interface unit, the
intercommunication interval is defined as the number of bus cy-
cles after which a new bus transaction is generated since the
previous bus access has been granted. The intercommunication
interval is randomly generated following Poisson distribution.
Suppose the average intercommunication interval is ; the prob-
ability for any intercommunication interval between 1
and is computed using the following formula:

The value of coefficient is selected to make the sum of
all probabilities from 1 to equal to 1, where

used in the simulation is 16. The probability
that a unit is the destination of bus transactions is assigned
based on the distribution of communication distance. Here,
the communication distance of a bus transaction refers to the
number of interface units between the transaction initiator
and the destination. Three different communication distance
distributions are used: uniform, Poisson, and exponential. In the
uniform distribution, it is equally likely for any unit (other than
the initiator) to be the destination. In the other two distributions,
another parameter, called the average communication distance

, is also used to direct the genera-
tion of bus traffic, where refers to the number
of units attached to the bus. Consider transactions initiated by
module ; the probability that module is its destination in
exponential communication distribution is computed as

(5)

With Poisson communication distance distribution, the proba-
bility that module sends to is

(6)

Here, the value (or ) is selected such that the sum of
(or ) for any module on the bus other

than is equal to 1.

A. Bandwidth and Latency Performance

A simulator for both the SAMBA-bus architecture and a tra-
ditional bus architecture is implemented using C++. Two-level
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Fig. 8. Effective bandwidth and average latency for buses with different numbers of units.

TDMA arbitration [3] is used to decide the arbitration winner
for both traditional buses and SAMBA buses.

Fig. 8 shows the effective bandwidth and average latency of
SAMBA buses and traditional buses with a different number of
interface units. Here, the effective bandwidth is the number of
finished bus transactions over the total number of bus cycles
used. The latency refers to the number of bus cycles an inter-
face unit spends to obtain bus access. In these experiments, we
assume that the arbitration latency is 1, which means that an in-
terface unit can be granted with bus access by the arbiter as early
as in the next bus cycle after requesting the bus access. The av-
erage intercommunication interval is equal to 3. Note that for
the traditional buses, the communication distance distribution
does not affect the latency or bandwidth; therefore, we provide
only one set of results for traditional buses.

In order to perform a fair comparison, we assume that the
traditional buses have two sub-buses, each of which can be used
independently. Therefore, when the communication traffic on
those traditional buses is high enough, the effective bandwidth
is always 2.

From Fig. 8, we can see that both the effective bandwidth
and the average latency are greatly improved for all configura-
tions. Test cases with the exponential communication distance
distribution have the highest improvement over both bandwidth
and latency. The bandwidth improvement can be as high as 3.5
times, while the latency can be reduced by 15 times. The reason
is that for exponential distribution, there are more short distance
communications, leading to higher possibilities of compatible
multiple transactions. For this set of experiments, the intercom-
munication interval distribution for every interface unit is the
same. As a result, there are more bus traffic and contentions for
test cases with more interface units. Another observation is that
SAMBA buses have higher effective bandwidth improvement
when the bus access contention is higher. SAMBA buses still
have significant latency reduction, which is as high as 15 times,
when bus access contention level is low and bandwidth is not
the bottleneck for communication.

B. Impact of Arbitration Latency

Another set of experiments is performed to study the effect
on communication latency of bus access contentions and arbi-
tration latency. All the buses under test have 16 interface units,

Fig. 9. Effect on communication latency of the arbitration latency.

and the communication distance distribution is uniform. We ad-
just the bus contention level by setting different average inter-
communication intervals. The results are shown in Fig. 9. The
results clearly show that high bus contention level will lead
to high communication latency, but the SAMBA buses always
have significantly lower communication latency than the tra-
ditional buses with same average intercommunication interval
and arbitration latency. Note that these results are acquired on
buses with uniform communication distance distribution, and
the improvement is even larger under other communication dis-
tance distributions. More important, the results also show that
the arbitration latency affects the communication latency for
traditional buses significantly when the bus contention level is
not very high. However, the average communication latency for
SAMBA buses is affected only slightly by the arbitration la-
tency. The reason is that bus accesses can be performed through
compatible transaction detection without waiting, typically with
long latency, for the bus access grants when the bus access con-
tention level is low. When the bus contention level is high, the
latency is largely dominated by bus transaction delivery ability,
or bus bandwidth. Therefore, SAMBA-bus architecture can tol-
erate longer arbitration latency with minor penalty on bus per-
formance. This can alleviate the task of arbiter design.
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Fig. 10. Latency performance of multiwinner buses versus SAMBA buses.
Here “SAMBA-0” and “SAMBA-2” are SAMBA buses with arbitration latency
of 0 and 2, respectively. “Wait-Time-0” and “Wait-Time-2” are for wait-time-
based multiwinner arbitrations with latency of 0 and 2. Distance-based method
with arbitration latency of 0 is denoted by “Distance-0” and “Cardinality-0” is
for the cardinality-based multiwinner arbitration method.

C. Comparison With Centralized Multiwinner Arbitration

We also compare SAMBA buses with buses using centralized
multiwinner arbitrations to study the their capabilities to detect
and perform compatible transactions.

Three different heuristics were used for the centralized multi-
winner arbitrations. In the first one, all pending transactions are
sorted in a decreasing order based on their waiting times. The
oldest pending transaction will always be added into the winner
set. All other pending transactions are then checked one by one
in order; a transaction is added to the winner set if and only if it is
compatible with all existing winner transactions. We refer to this
as the wait-time-based heuristic. The second heuristic, which
is distance-based, gives large-distance communications higher
priorities. Pending transactions are considered in the decreasing
order of communication distances. However, our experiment
shows that a purely distance-based method has poor perfor-
mance because of the “starvation” problem, where some mod-
ules cannot perform any transaction for a very long period. The
problem was solved by introducing a first-level TDMA-based
arbitration to select the first winner. The third strategy is to
maximize the number of winner transactions, i.e., it is cardi-
nality-based. The activity-selection algorithm in [20] is adopted
here to get the largest set of compatible winners in each bus
cycle. However, like the second heuristic, the method itself has
poor performance due to the starvation problem. Therefore, a
first-level TDMA arbitration is also utilized here to get the first
winner.

The simulation results are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. Bus
traffic is always generated using uniform communication dis-
tance distribution and average communication interval of 3. In
the figures, the three heuristics are denoted by “Wait-Time,”
“Distance,” “Cardinality,” respectively. When all buses do not
use pipelined arbitrations (i.e., arbitration latency is zero), their
overall latency and bandwidth performance are quite similar.
The wait-time-based method has best performance, and the

Fig. 11. Bandwidth performance of multiwinner buses versus SAMBA buses.

cardinality-based strategy turns out to be the worst. SAMBA
buses have similar performance as the distance-based arbitra-
tions, and are slightly worse than wait-time-based multiwinner
arbitrations. Therefore, SAMBA buses have comparable
capabilities to detect and perform compatible transactions
when compared with multiwinner centralized arbitrations.
However, multiwinner centralized arbitrations are much more
complex, leading to higher arbitration delay. Potentially the
number of address comparisons for both wait-time-based and
distance-based methods is quadratically proportional to the
bus size. In determining the compatibility between a pending
transaction and other winner transactions, it is required to
compare the pending transaction with all existing winner
transactions. Without pipelining, such an arbiter would lead to
a very long bus cycle time, and is unrealistic for practical ap-
plications. Figs. 10 and 11 also show performance of pipelined
wait-time-based multiwinner arbitration with a latency of two
bus cycles, denoted by “Wait-Time-2.” Due to their tolerance of
arbitration latency, SAMBA buses with the same arbitration la-
tency shows better performance with moderate bus traffic load.
On the multiwinner arbitration buses, a pending transaction still
has to go through the lengthy central arbitration process even if
the bus has no other communication requests. Only when the
traffic load is very high, i.e., when the bus bandwidth becomes
the dominating factor, would the wait-time-based multiwinner
buses have a more noticeable advantage over SAMBA buses.

D. Logic Delay and Area Overhead of SAMBA Buses

We also perform experiments for the logic delay of SAMBA
buses. The proposed bus architecture was implemented through
Verilog and mapped the design into TSMC 0.18- m tech-
nology through the Synopsys Design Compiler. We implement
SAMBA buses with 24, 16, 12, and 8 interface units and with
lookahead stages of 0, 1, 2, and 4. Here, 0 stage lookahead
means that the lookahead technique is not used.

The logic delay due to the interface units along the bus is
shown in Fig. 12. First, we can see that lookahead method can
effectively reduce the logic delay by 20%– 45%. Second, as ex-
pected, the logic delay along the bus increases linearly as bus
sizes increase. Therefore, module clustering is effective in re-
ducing bus logic delay as it reduces the number of interface units
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Fig. 12. Logic delay of SAMBA buses with 24, 16, 12, and 8 modules.

greatly. For example, consider a SAMBA bus with 24 interface
units. Without lookahead or clustering, bus logic delay is around
8.6 ns. The delay becomes near 2.9 ns for a clustered SAMBA
bus with a uniform clustering size of 2 and 1-stage lookahead.
The reduction is more than 66%. With a uniform cluster size
of 3 and 1-stage lookahead, the logic delay becomes around 2
ns, which translates into a 76% reduction. Therefore, the logic
delay reduction methods can effectively reduce bus cycle time
and alleviate the limit of bus scalability from bus delay.

In the synthesized netlists, an interface unit has around
150–250 logic gates in addition to the two multiplexers on the
bus. The multiplexer cost is proportional to the bus width. A
multiplexer of width would have logic gates with a
constant factor around 3. Therefore, for a SAMBA bus with
width of 64, an interface unit total needs 400–700 logic gates.
The area cost is higher than traditional buses. However, the area
overhead is still small considering the typical area of modules
in SoC designs.

VI. CONCLUSION

A new high performance SAMBA-bus architecture is pro-
posed in this paper. Multiple compatible bus transactions can be
performed simultaneously without introducing additional arbi-
tration complexity. Experimental results show that SAMBA-bus
architecture can have up to 3.5 times improvement in the ef-
fective bandwidth, and up to 15 times reduction in the average
communication latency when compared with traditional single
access buses. In addition, the performance of SAMBA-bus ar-
chitecture is affected only slightly by long arbitration latency.
Our experiments also show that SAMBA buses can achieve sim-
ilar performance compared with buses with centralized mul-
tiwinner arbitrations, without the large interconnect and time
overhead associated with the complex multiwinner arbitration
methods. With the proposed delay reduction methods, control
signal lookahead and module clustering methods, the bus logic
delay can be effectively controlled for large SAMBA buses.
Therefore, SAMBA-bus architecture is much more scalable and
desirable for SoC designs with a large number of modules and
long communication delay between modules and the bus arbiter.
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